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' INTRO") CTION:

This piper is a report to the profession on anew test English as A

second language, the Secondary Level Eqglish Proficiency (SUP) test.

The Reliability and Validity of the

Secondary level English Proficiency-Test

The report i

that might be of se to item writers and others:interested in various

techniques' for assessing langua skills; and to prolhde-ad driional

1:
../

, . .

information, not avail le else ere, which might'be,of.bse in judging the
\ -

..,

overall'validiti of the :t. Regarding the.secona objective, we view the
14

tended to meet two objectives: to provide information

establishment of validity as be marshalling over a period of time of., ,

'elf.ridefice which would either sup t or would nht suptiort the use of a

test for a partictilar function or a particular type of examinee.
°v. .

Thus, validity is basically a judgment ot,interential matter, rather
/° -

khan a purely empirical one.

he SLEP is a 150 item, four-option mu le- choice test of English

f.

,, .

language proficienty. The test provides aAq 1 score and diagnostic
, .

.

. substores that measure ability in two primaryAr : understanding

spoken English and understanding written English.. ncefarth, we will
,.

refloto the sections that measure theSe areas as the listening" and

"resdtg" seltihnS of_thetest. Each section. contains 7\items. Including
.. -, .

.

the time required for listening to the d#eCtions and doing sample items,.

Secttbn One, listening, lasts 40,minutes,;and Section Two, rea ing, lasts

-45 minutes. The total time to achoinister both sections f the

test is one hour",and twenty-five minutes:

t
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The SLEP was developed with support provided by the TOEFL Policy

Council, as a secondary school version of the Test of English as a Foreign

Language. Published by Educational Testing Service (ETS), SLEP is* designed

for use as a selection or admissions instrument by private secondary

;schools, or as a placement instrument by'public secondary schools. (I)

HISTORY
I

The history of the SLEP dates backto the mid 1970s, when ETS
4

received frequent inquiries from private secondary schools'in the United

States and abroad regarding the development of a lower ley a version of

the TOEFL. In respanst to the interest expressed, in 1976 TOEFL staff
.

.

sent,a-questionnaire to 500 private dome4ic and o4rseas secondary

_schools. The quebtionnaire sought infOrmationon the schools' need for an, 0

Englt&h.language test
.

for selection and placement purposes, the English

language screening procedures currently used in the admissions process,

and the degree of interest in a lower level TOBFL. Over 60% of the

+schools 'returning the questionnaire indicated support for the development

of a secure English as a second language profigieney . ttst for secondary

schools. Subsequent contacts with officers of the'' atonal Association of

Independent, Schools (NAI S) and, other kriowlednable persons indicated that

. the foreign student population in private, secondary ,chollehad doubled ----

,

I e ,

tween 1974 and 1978, and; as'in universitfes,, the,population was.

to grow. By 1978, ovei 15,000.fareign students were enrolled :.

0 .

in private secondary Offiools belonging 'to the NAIS rganization.
,

.
.. 40

.° In 1977, ETS staff accessed data on thedate of liAlleof 1976,TOEFL
°-

7)registrants. It was found that 1,484 students between ages 12'and 16

had taken the TWA. These students were probablY too young to enter ..

.,
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collea,. and therefore it was ,Issumed that their reason for taking the,-,

TOEFL was related to a desire to bg admitted to priyaie secondary schools./,.

\ . In October 1978, ETS invited representativei of public and private
e

, secondary schools enrolling a large number-Of international students to a

meeting at which the possibility of developing a lower level TOEFL was
/

discuoed. Strong support was expressed for such a measure. Feedback

indicated that the TOEFL, ric/h emphasizes college level academic Engtish,

was too difficult for this gropp of students and not adequately focussed

on the kind of language they encounter. The indication was that listening

and reading werethe communicative skills that should be assessed. Although

some support was expressed foran actual measure of writing, it was

.

assumed that thjs skill was sufficiently related to reading proficiency

,that'a separate measure.would not'be necessary. The following month, the

TOEFL Policy Council approveda proposal
1

to develop the SLEP.

c TEST DEVELOPMENT
a °

J

Preliminary MAP item types were dev eloped by EFS staff and submitted

to members of a Committee of Examiners composedf six secondary school
/

teachers of English as,a second language. During 1979 meetings were held,.

'to review potential item

quently, a fourteen page

types and discuss test s pecifications. Subse-
.

set of test specifications was developed. Early

in the test development process,- it was decided to use a 9tultiple-choice

item format. Thik format het insure score reliability through-the

standafdization of administration procedures and 'also eliminates the

need to rely on the subjectivejudgment of raters. -The choice of, ma terial
40

for the teat was based on an analysis of actual texthboks designed for use

in American classrooms in grades 7-i1'. 'Regarding the Boas'. Context of

,

h
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items, the committee decided
tepresent'situations representative of those

encountered by students in American secondary schools. This design
. 4

decision is particularly evident in the conversations used to test

listening comprehension.

Eventually, almost 1,510 questions were written and reviewed by ETS-s"

test deyeloiment staff and by the secondary school ESL teachers. Following

review, sixteen different pretests were administered to students,in order
. -...

,
to gather data on item performance. Over 6,,0q0 students in 30 secondary

q
.

schools representing 12 countries in North America, Central America, Sbuth

.America, AfriCa, Asia, Europe and the Middle East,-took a form of the.

pretest. Subsequently, it was deter mined that 84 percent of the pretested
.

-)

)items could be used in` operational forms of the test. Two such forms have

since been assembled: The sec4nd form is eqqated to the first through

common item equating. Examinee score. aTi item response data.from the `

first form are examined in depth below.

,a 4
TEST CONTENT

4
j

In.addition to the hiattry'stated already, each of the eight item'

types selectedpfoinclusionoin the specifications and on the test will be

described briefly inDrder.to provide information that.can be used to

judge the content validity, of the test.

°Section One, the listening section, c ntains four parts, each of

which has one item type., Part One requ s the student to comprehend and

correctly identify a sentgnte describing a single picture stimulus.'The

Student hears four sentences .anct marks the ietter.ef tht sentence that
-. 4

'

correctly describes the. picture..The SLEFeontgins 25 such listening. !-oo

-
comprehension items, dealing with ccirrect recognition of minimal pair.
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.

contrasts, juncture,,stress, sound clusters, tense voice v-prepositionse

and vocabulaiy. .

(...,
(

.

4

0
..

Part Two consists of 12 items based on a malidrawn in the test
boklet. The map, represents the downtown/area of.a small town, including

buildings; parks, street names, etc., and depicts four cars labelled A, B,

G, and U. After,1 stening to a brief conversation between two people,

the student must ecide in which car the conversation occurred. Each

conversation discusses how the occupants of, the car will get from where
*

.

they presently are to where they want to gp. (e.g., "I'd like to very

much. If we continue on Mackerel to the circle and go around to Salmon;

we can park on Cod Lane.") This part assesses an integrated Varie0, of
,-

- linguistic, cultural, and p ragmatic concepts. These include diiections

-(e.g411Compass ppints -- north, south; east, west; turns -- right,

left, st raight; street relationships), recdgnitiOn of building names and

, association} of approPillite vocabulary with the building (etg.,- snack -
.

restaurant), distitnces, and time. Map items of listening comprehension

are essentially pure.items, sihce.very litilrelading is involved.

Part Three of ihe listening subtest consists of 28 itemsbased on- P

,extended conversations. These conversations; representing tyracalsecondary

- schoolosituations,'were recorded by American high. school students. for
, . *:

each recorded question, the student must choose one of the four answers
4

printed in the test book., The conversations take place in various'parts

of'the school (e.g.,cafeteria, library, study hall, counselor's offiCe,
, .

nurse's office, etc.),. and deal with, events that typically occur in each

ocitlon gymnasium - pep rally). The conversatioss,.maYalso deal
.

with extracurricular activities, such as car washes, bake'salee, yearbook,

0
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or sports, Tylecal high school academic sUbjects,.. such as civics, geometry,

and cdpfent affairs, or non-academic matters such as school closings,1

holidays,,and vacations may alsobe the topics of then conversations.

As can be 'been, this and other parts of the hest are -in no sense "cdlture-.

free." Rather, a deliberate 'attempt is made to link the language tested,

to an approptiate cultural milieu. 'Thus,' the SLEP is a language proficiency

measure basal on the language that+ is likely to be encountered by a'
0

student attending high schooln the bnited Stites or bn American type

high school overseas.
.

Part FoUr congists 'Of

multiple-choice dictation.

20 items involving what

This item type obviates

we have calid a

the complaint (Ledo,

1961) that the dictation tests too many(elements at onceand.overcodes the'

problem .of subjectivergrading of responses. The' student must match one of

four sentences printed in the .test book with a sentence heard on tape.

Many of the sentences are the type of utterance the student is likely to, .

hear from the .teacher( or classmates (e.g., "Shodldn't u do 1117ft reading

assignment, before answering the questions?"). The distraCtors emphasize

structural variations 'rather than-phonological problems. All diatractors

are grammatically correct and none is merelya rephrasing of keyed.
,

.

distractor. We have called this a. dictation legause it functions as e ,-2

-

dictatidh.pdycholinguistically. The student must retain the complete.
2.

- 4NIthought.in short term memoty, while he constructs/how it should.be written.v
.

. ..-

This:proceds is similar to writing the sentence without confusing or

-milinterpreting'what was dietated.
. .

Parts Five through Eight are found inSection Two, which,is the
a

reading comprehension subtest. Part Five consists of twelve'items based

1

e.
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on a single cartoon. The cartoon depict a specific event., such as a

school cloding dile to a heavyshowStorm, and the reaction of several'

members of a family to t event. Each family member Is'labelled withN

the letter A, BE C or D inthe cartoon. The'examinee reads a series of
( !

. stimulus. utterances each of which is composed of two or three sentences,

i-and,indicaees which membe' pf the family probably made each utterance

based on*the situation depicted. This part tests, the reading of short

, .
,.

,
..

.

1
common .passages, that describe a common situation using everyday vocabulary.

..
. .

The student sees four line drawings for each item in Part Six. After

readilig a single sentence, the student must indicate which drawing .the

sentence describes. The items in this section test prepositions, adjectives
)

(e.g., words indicating quantity And size.;.,as Well as the Comparative and

% superlative forms), adverbs; prOnouns (case), and other, words, that indicate
.. .the relationship bcrtween the. people or, objects wortrayed.

Part Seven consists of 40 items btsed on three multiplephoice cloze

passages testing a wide variety of grammaticaand'lexicai elements. In

fourteen of tklese forty items,' the student answers 4 series'of reading

0

comprehension questiond after the paasage.based on the information contained
i.

in. the Cloze passhge. Thus, the clOze isvexy efficiently used as both a ..
.

b
test in itseiff and the stimulus patagraph about which,a series of other.

%. .
. --\ .

,
, .. .

questions are asked.
ig, .

.

'Part -eight consists of eight reading -comprehension items,based on a,.

140 -word literary passage.,from a high school textbook. The examinee must

cqmprehend and recall details of the passage and make inferences as to

the main idea: tone, relationships between characters; events, .the author's

purpose,-etc.

I
ti

V -,9
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Subsequent to the'assembly of the firsCdperational.form, the:
si .

SLEP was administered to foreign students enrolled in American public
.

schoolsand.to non-native English speaking students enrolled in -private
gr -schQols'overseas in order to gather data on its, reliability and validity..

Ae information presented in the remainder of this paper is based on test

'performance and demo iaphic.data produced by-those two different populations.

I

.

: TEST ANALYSIS 4
1

5
..

4 SIn the first study retorted here, the SLEP was offered-as an ,alternative

answered at random. For four-option tests like the SLBP, middle difficulty

corresponds to 62.5 percent of the maximum possible score. The table'shows,

that all but two of the pants are easier,than middle difficulty.

to the TOEFL to foreign secondary schocil students applying for admission

to American private seTdary schools. It was given at secure international

administrations in'January 4nd.May, 1980; to a total of 310 students in 2.5'
cl)

countries. From this data, a 'standard scale was developed for equating

--scores across forms; 'and a statistical analysis of the test's overall

.performance was'-carried out. The standard scale is based on the T-icore,-

which has aimean of.50"and a standard deviation of 10. ,Because the, raw

scores gathered in the first two international adminisvratidns exhibit
5'

a ceiling effept, scaled scopes range from a low-of 20 to a high of 67.

.11.

Insert Table I about here.,
9

Table I portrays the raw score`distributions for each of the eight

par.t§ ofthe test. Middle difficulty is the midpoint between the maximum

possible score-and the score that, would be Ipected if each item were

0.
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Part Two, the multiple- choice
s
a

e-choice dictation, w the easiest part of ihethe..

,

test. The average perfermance,on this'part-fox all students tested was

90% correct. thus; it appears that such iilems are generally, quite easy,

although their difficulty can be increased through the use of good,
J

diAtraters.(2) .

-,,,,
I

Almost equal in facility (89% cotrect) were the items based:on a..
... . - .

. cartoon. One could argue-that periormance en'this part is related to

familiarity with American family life-which it portrays. The data .

presente&.in Table I was, obtained from studeits living outside the United
'Irs

States. The fact that they performed so well on ,It indicates thit 'the

'cultural referents in.the cartoon do not i6terfere with the ability to.'-
answer the questions. The items based on,pictores ('i.e., a single picture'

4per item, four pictures vier item, and'items based on a town map), were

'next in level of- difficulty., and were also relavely easy.
4

The three most difficuleitem types were those that 'did not contain
.

pictures eompreherion pf extended-conversation, cloze, and
, . . . .

comptehension of a literary passage). Performance on such integrative
6.

items itivolvesglebal understanding of the context as well as reCognition.

C\.''` Of discrete elements of lariguage. Since the SLEP is or4,of'the first

standardized fdreign language tests to use multiple- choice cloze items, it

is interesting to observe
.how examinees performed on these items.(3)

As can be seen in Table I, these Items were of middle difficulty (62%

correct), which IS the ideal difficulty level for maximum discrimination.

RELIABILITY

The fast row of Table I shows the ) x-2o index of internal consistency

reliability. This represents parallel-forG reliability based on the

#11
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,
' -

-

...

- c:_inter -item consistency for each part. Thus, interl-item consistency serves D ....1 , * '
,

..,
f .as esurrogstemeasure of.parall 1-form reli)bility, thereby eliminating,.. . .

,

, . .:-

,. .,

-r _ .
. .

the need to administer an& correlate two different forms of thd:test.'4.
.

A' 5. - . .
. ,. .cip be seen, the two experimental item typts /enatiple-choice

odictation, -.
..,.

. . ,
and multiple-choice cloze, showed the highest rellabilLties.. Uowever. the '.

. , , .
,

:0

, -cloze procedure is the'more efficient. Ninety-thee percent.of pretested
.

,cloze items were usable,v whereas only'63% of the pretested:dictAion Items .

. .., 4

were usable. For the SLEP, a usable item was one those biserial correlation
.

.--.

.5

5

with total score for the section in which it ,appears is greater than :30.

Such items-me considered minimally efficient discriMinatois of language,
-

skills:. 'A greater proportion of cloze. items, dis compared td 'the other P

6

item types written by staff, demonstYpted this criterion ofdiscrimination
. .

power. This suggests that in the futui-e test authers,would'do well to
. .

qr. A
consider cloze items for inclusion on standardized .secohd language tests.

' 'Insert Table II about Jere.
. .

,, _& ,....,

o
:

Table II depicti some'descripti've
-

..
.
statistiCt by forfor thepame

. k

sample of adolescent studedts: he data indicate ',that SLEP total sCoreand
.

section, scores.are highly reliable. This is'due in part to the ..previously
.

.1-

;mentioned..decision; made at the .test d

1

esignstage, to utilize multiple-
-

,

.
. .

choice item formats. only. It is-also due to,the test's length and item
.

e
i.'

test''aiscrimination.power. The items included on the final ,form of the test
. -

0
.

.

discrim nate well. The mean biserial correlation with section score for1
.

. . ..1 0
.. ... .°.

items in the listening section is '-For items in the redwing section _ .-.
k s..`

,s

.
it-is .55.;.eIn spiteA its favorabla ftemdiScrimination power, the test

.

9

.

it

12. -

5

4.;
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remains relatively easy and is not sigpificantly speeded. On the reading_,

comprehentidn section which is not paced, 87% of.the students finished

the test,and the mean number ofitems not reached was 1.0.'

CONVERGENT AND

Table III

section scored

the four parts

'DIVERGENT VALIDITY

shows the observed correlations between part stores and

forthe eight parts of the test. InterCorrelations among

in section I range from y55. to .72 and, show a mean 'value

. ,of about Thus, it appears that the four parts are generally measuring

different but related aspects of language. The dictation has relatively

lower corielations'with Parts Three and Four, of the section than it does .

with part One This could be related to the use of single sentences in

Paits One and Two, as opposed to the use of multiple sentence converSations

in Parts Three and Four. Each part correlates well with the section

score. (4)
,

,

*
Insert Table III about here.

'
The interc6rxelations among the four Nitta in Section II were more

disparate ranging from .36 to :77. Part Five, containing items based on a

:cartoon, sh6ws the lowest intercorrelations_with the other parts and with

the section score, -In part this is dug to the fact that this part is less.

reliable than most of the others. Also, the,fact that it as quite easy.

= 89% ofOtotal),- limiting the varability among scores, probably
- .

contributed to the lower correlations between-it and.- ,other parts of

section II. Again, the excellent performance of the cloze *sage

is noteworthy. It observed correlation with the section score was



N

. ..1
.

.very high'(.90). Such an impressive outcome suggests that a multiple-.

Choice 41oze shows considerable promise as an overall measure of reading

proficiency.

The &relations, in Table III provide support fr the conclusion that

the eight parts of the test measure different but m oderately interrelated

aspects of the skill being assessed bythetest. Imtoto they yield a ,

correlation of .78 bdtween sections, Ofich, given the high reliability of.
each, meansthat each section is measuring aspects of language acquisition

°that are, closely related but npt identical. Thus, each contributestome

unique variance-to the total score, except for the cloze task, which for

this sample functioned as a near perfect predictor of the reading comprt-%
hension score.

1 Are

CRITERION- RELATED VALIDITY

Before the SLEP could be used in American .public schools; it ,was
,

necessary to obtain. data on the performance of various groups of nonnatiVe-...,

9

4

English speakdrs enrolled indifferent public school-programs. The

data would'make it possible to compare an indiVidual student's performance.

with the performance of other students Witt similar background character-

istics, and to use this information'in
determining appropriate plicementr

in a remedial or mainstream program. In order to accomplish this \a free

adminisvration of the SLEP was provided to a large number of students

and at the same time basic information on their background and current
q . .

educational placement was gathered. The following procedures were employed..

In August, 1980, one thousand secondary schools lOcated in or near

large metropolitan areas here randomly selected to receive a letter

invitifig each to participate in a validation study. Free test materials:

14

0.

'14
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scoring services and school score rosters were offered as an incentive

to participate. 'Sixty-eight schools.representing 20 states responded

affirmatively to the invitation. The SLEP was administered by local

school personnel during the Months of Septekber andOctdber.according

to standardized procedures described in.the'StEP Supervisors Manual.lk

Individual shipments of test materials also contained a supply of

questionnaires to be filled out by students (See Appendix A). The
a

questionnaire requested student responses to six luestioba,regarding

their visa status, enrollment in remedial or mainstream programs, and

exposure to English. Of the 1744 students who took the test, 1,239
4

returned the questionnaire.

(.......

A

Insert Table IV abput here.
.

. f
...

*.i.
. i

t

I

-,=.Table IV, depicts student responses to the question, "In,which type of A. ....-- . ?,

program are you currently en,rolled?' udent responses indicate. consistent,4 .°:.z/ .\
. improvement .in SLEP scores according to the degree of identified remedial. ,

. .instruction. Students receiving part-time remedial instruction performed

. better than hose receiving full -time remedial instruction, and student

.who were mainstreaed performed considerably better-than those who were
0

receiving partial remedial assistance via special programs.. It should be

remembered that the data presented here do not represent a single program

but rattlers-total of 68 programs. No attempt was made to insure the

. comparability of prOgrams within each type. It is highly probable that

programs vary considerably from'school to school. Indeed, this is indicated

by the standard deviation; which is larger than-alight be expected if the

k

15-
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e

programs were similar and 1 omogeneous. Also,,it should be remembered that
I -most schools do not simulta eously offer both bilingual education and

English as a second languag instruction, and that no information was,

collected as to the number and type of programs available in each school.

Therefore, it should not be c ncluded that students enrolled in ji.SLt .
-

prokrams are 'more proficient than.students enrolled In.liOgrams of bilingual

edlic

,

.

Such a hypothesis was not_part of this project.

ThecoMparative scofe 4a in Table Pi are. also presented in the

Manual for Administering SLEP along with comparative score data on other

background variables dncluded on the SLEP answex sheet and on the question-

naire. Similar tables include means and standard deviations by age,
qe.

grade, visaIstatus, sex, and exposure to,English. this information

will not be represented here. Rather, we will use the data to gather

some evidence for the/criterion-related validity of the SLEP.. ItwaV

understood at the atait of this process that the relationship between

scores and criterion variablefwould be limited due to numerous sources of

unreliability, some of Which have already been mentioned.

-With these cautions in mind, the product moment correlations between

SLEP scores and treatments were determined by recoding a full-time treatment

as a '1," a part-tiMe treatment as a "2," and a wegular class placement as

a "3." The observed correlations between score and program assignment

were moderate (.33 foiESL programs and .57 for bilingual education

programs).

the.unegnal

categories,

could mean

These correlatignsare attenuated by numerous factors, including
\

number of subjectsampled, the small number of placement

sethe lack of consistencin programs acrqss schools (part-time

20 minutes per week or three hours per day), thslack of

16
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reliability and validity in the pladement procedures actually employed

,(placement by surname, eta.), and the fact that the questionnaires were

;filled out by students with limited English proficiency. When viewed in

this context,Athe predictive validity of the SLEP tentatively appears to,

The vied. Controlled studies within individual scho4s, in whiCh StEP.is

administered concomitantly with other:previously validated placement

procedures, will be necessary in order to establishIrmore arcuate

estimate of predictive validity.

Table V-portrays the*relationship between student test scores and

responses to other questioAqin the questionnaire. Because not all

persons responded to each question, the N for each criterion variable is

indicated. The data indicate that all.variahleS are significantly related

to SLEP scores,- although the. strength of the rela ionship varies according

tathe characteristic assessed. ,

Insert Table V about here.

moNmo.p.

Year of English study(1, 2,3, 4 or more) showed the strongest

correlation with SLEP score. This information was indicated by students

on the SEEP answer°sheet. This includes instruction both within and .

outside of the United States. The correlation with total score was .41.
,

The n er of years of English study within the United States, as indicated

in thr e response categories, was more strongly correlated with SLEP score

than as the amount of English study outside of or prior to'coming td the

Unit d States. This. suggests that for a crosssection ,uf nonnative
-A.stu ent6 enrolled in United Stateillt public schools,,the formal classroom

17
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t #
instruction received before arriving heteplays only a shall role in

explaining actual overall language proficiency. Time spent studying .

English subsequent to arrival is a more effective-determiner of actual or

current proficiency as indicated by SLEP.score,(r =".34), as' is time, spent

in the United States (r = .35). The le vth of enrollment the current

school is also related to SLEP score (r = .25), although not as strongly

as other variables that are associated with time spent in the United

States.

In genefal; the data indicate that the listening comprehension score
,

..

correlates, slightly more strongly with each criterion variable than does

.

the reading score. This is not surpjising since listening compighension
.

involves ski ll in understanding spoken English. .This skill is wore easily.

accpred in an immersion environmen, such as that represented by residence
.,.

and 'Study within the United States, than in aTareign language environment,

Thus, listening comprehension is more sensitive to the variables assessed.
, .

-1 .here. In this respect,and given the high reliability (.94) of this

subscore, it may be permissible in some contexts to utilize a Short-form

o f the SLEP consisting of the listening comprehension s tion only. On

the other hand, ich a recommendation should be considered w th cautian

since the criterion variables utilized here are not those associated with
4

success in school (e.g., grade point average).

It should be cautioned that all *of the correlations presented here--

areattenua since the- number of.possible responses wa4 restricted to
.

between three and six. It is likely that SLEP scores would show higher

correlations with residence and'aChooling-in the-United States if a ,1,_

greater number of response categories were available. Since only a few'

1

18
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categories were used here, these low to moderate correlations must stand

as modest indices-of the criterion-related validity of the SLEP. 116

This article has attempted tto provide, additional data which could be

uted to evaluate the reliability and validity of the SLEP, and data on the

performance of the various item-types used. It pi.esents information not
FP

reported in the test manual and further analyses of existing data. At
0, .

this time it is fair to conclude that SLEP scores, both part and total,

are highly reliable. The content validity of the test is good, particularly

for English as a second language students enrolled in grades seven, through

twelve. The construct validity also appears to be good, singe the analysis

indicates that the parts and sections are measuring different but inter--

related'aspectp of language proficiency. While favorable evidence of

criterion - related validity lap'presented, additional research is needed in

this area. This research should include studies at the district level of

the\SLEP's ability to predict teacherPlacemeta, as dell as placements .

kterMined by local instruments or procedures whose validity has already

been established. In addition, SLEP*.cores should be examined for their

4

a

relationship to grades earned n mainstream classroomp, and idI1rs4bres on . .
local and.national achievement, tests. Finally; the SLEP scores of native

speakers at different grade 16els Should be determinedin ordei to gain a
11 t'i

conceptual understanding of a "natee'apetker4evel" of perfOrmance, and
. .

, :- ko
of the language skills.differential that may still exist between nonnative

.

and native English speaking students at anrgiven grade level.

M

0
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NOTES

I wish to acknowledge the' contributions to
iR

Francean Meredith, who supervised the test

this'reporf of my colleagues

development process; Ann

Angell, who performed' the statistical -analysis of the data Obtained

from the first two administrap*Ons of the test and obtained the

part-section correlatidns; Ns cy Turner, who performed.the corfela-
,

,tional analysis of the public )chool data; and Paul Angelis,who

provided overall direction for the test project during its formative

years.: Ann Angell also made helpful comments on earlier versions of

the manuscript, as did Gordon Hale, Gay MacQueen, and Russell Webster%
0

(2) DiFiora (198d) analyzed 56 SLEP laretest dittationlitems provided by

ETS. e items that functioned bast had distractors that resembled

their keys in four.areagI word position, syntax, semantics, and
.

phonology. ,Good distractors usedthe same word as.the key at the
. ' ./.

beginning and at the end of the sentence. They also Used parallel'.N,
. .

,1,-:

syntactic tructures. The following pretest item exemplifies this '

1/phenome on.
1

A. I wish Dr. Miller could tell me whatto do.

*B. I Wish I could tell you where Dr. Milleriis.

C. I hope you can tel mewho Dr.pller is.

D. I thought I knew where Dr. Miler is.

ThesItorrect respdhse is B, and the best distractor is Cr.- Each

sentence consists of.01main clause and two dependent clauses.

,

0 e I
However, distractor 'A ends with an infinitive in the third clause,

and dis factor DIacks a modal and A direct object in ,the second
. .

4

.,

. # "

A

t
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sa.

I

\c`

19
.

Clause. Thus, their syntactic' tsstructure differs frOm that.of the

Semantic similarities refer to the,

different elements within sentences,*such as in adverbial phrases'

keyed option.
4

use of similar yet

indicating destination. Overall phonological similarity, the degree '

to whiCh the options spund alike; Is thd most pervasive element in
.

creating good distractors.

'4

d.

(3) During item Analysis, a printing error on one of the reading compre

hension items based on a cloze passage was 'discovered in the test

booklet. AlthoUghsubsequently Corrected, examinee respondes to this

item were not counted in the test analysis'data.reported here: .

.

:

(4) These correlations haute been corrected

between scores having emsin common,

the total score, are spuriously high.

been made for this effect.

e

vol

for spuriousness. Correlations
Ii

such 'as .the .part score with

A statistical correction haA
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Table II

SLEP Descriptive Statistics bytection

'(N se310) 4

,. Listening Readifig .Total
Comprehension Comprehension 'Test, ,.

Number 9f Ittias "75 ,75

Reliability* .94 .93

.Mean Percent' Correct 81 ,68),

'Mean Scaled Score 25 25

Mean R,Biserial of
Items With Section

6 Score. .61 .55

*KuderRichardscin Formula

,

I
24
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.96

74

50

4
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Table III

Intercorrelations of'SLEP Parts acid Sections
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6. -Four Pictures
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w.
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"Table IV"

.
SLEP Mean Scores by 'Instructional Program
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-Prodrate

Bilingual- Education, Full Time

Bilingual Education, Part-Time
,.,

ESL, Full-Time
,-, . '

ESL, ,PartTime

Regular

1"3
---.:tr

, 71

85:

159

04

211

'.

:

LC

15.1

17.9

18.5

'21:5

25.3

, "RC =4,

16.5

19.n.
t

18.9

2'1.4

25:1

Total',
b

..

S.D.
_._

. 31.6-7
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37.'5

42.9
,

50.4.

8.k.
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'11.0
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Tgble'V

Correlations Between SLEP-Scores and Five

Demographic Variables*

N Listening _ Reading,

Years English Study. 1138 .40 .38

(Within,US) 142 . .37 - .27

(Outside US) 992, .13

Time in this School 1215

Time:in US 1220 .37 .29

Total

.41

.34

.1

.25

.35

*All correlations are significant at the P < .0001 level or leis.

6 ,

27

e
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Appendix A
a.

' SECONDARY LEVEL ENGLISH PROFICIENCY TEST

Student Questionnaire

Directions:' First, print your name and write ur birthdatb on the lines below exactly as you did on youranswer sheet. Then; before you answer eac uestion; read- the 'question carefully.
Mark the space next to Ofthealtwer you choose. Mark only one answer for each question.

NAME:

(Family Name) BIRINDATE:
( First Name) (Middle Initial) (Month) (Day)

1. What is your current student status? 4. How long have you lived in iheUnited States?

1 Less than 6 months

6 months to 1 year

a. [

b. I

] Foreign Student

I Immigrant

a.

, b. I

c. I I Refugee
- c. I

d. 1 U.S. Citizen (Born in United States) de 1

a. [ Non-Documented
e.

2. -In which of the following programs are you
currently enrolled?

a. [ ] ESOL (English to Speakers of Other

Languages) Program, Full Time

b. I 1 ESOL (English to Speakers of Other
Languates) Program, Part Time

c.1[ ] Bilingual Progiam, Full Time

-d. [ ] Bilingual Program, Pert Time

e. [ ] Regular Class (wit): naCime English
_speakers)

3. No0 long have you been enrolled at this
school?

a. Less than 6 months

b. I I 6 months to ,1 year

c. [_] M a l e than 1 year

%

't

1 More than 1 year, but less than 2 years

1 Moreathan 2 years, but less than 5 years

1 More.than 5 years, but not all my life

, If. All my life
-IL!

5. How lon eve you studied English in the
United States?

s.,14_1 Less than 1 year

b. I IMOre than 1 year, but less thqn 2 years

c. [ '0-- ] More than 2 years

6. Now fang have you studied English outside the'
United States? '

a than 1 year

b. I 1 More than 1year, but less than 2 years

c. [__) More than 2 years

Your &newer* to these' questions will not be used to dettrmina your scores on the Secondary Level EnglishProficiency Test. .Also, your answers will not be given to anyone at your school or any other school. Theinformation you provide by answering these questions-will be used for research studies and no individually. identifiable records will be maintained.

"* -1""


